Introduction
Patients with ADHD show clinical symptoms of hyperactivity, impulsivity, and attention problems and are subsumed in the hyperactive-impulsive, inattentive, or combined subtype according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (4th ed.; DSM-IV; American Psychiatric Association, 1994; Sass, Wittchen, & Zaudig, 1996) . In addition, problems in executive functions such as working memory (WM) and response inhibition (RI) are considered etiologically relevant markers of the disorder (Castellanos & Tannock, 2002) , leading to the hypothesis of disturbed prefrontal functioning in ADHD (Durston, 2003; Schneider, Retz, Coogan, Thome, & Rosler, 2006) . Deficits in these executive functions have been suggested as endophenotypes (i.e., intermediate phenotypes) linking neurobiology and clinical phenotype (Gottesman & Gould, 2003; Zobel & Maier, 2004) . Barkley (1997) and Sonuga-Barke (2002 suggested that deficits in WM and RI are part of one common psychopathological pathway that may present on a phenotypic level as increased impulsivity. Barkley postulated disturbed inhibition as core deficit in ADHD resulting in dysfunctional WM processes. However, the question whether both processes are one integral or two distinct phenotypes in ADHD remains unresolved.
There is a body of evidence from behavioral and imaging meta-analyses indicating that WM and RI or frontal executive processes in general are disturbed in ADHD (Boonstra, Oosterlaan, Sergeant, & Buitelaar, 2005; Dickstein, Bannon, Castellanos, & Milham, 2006; Hervey, Epstein, & Curry, 2004; Lijffijt, Kenemans, Verbaten, & van Engeland, 2005; Martinussen, Hayden, Hogg Johnson, & Tannock, 2005; Schneider et al., 2006; Schoechlin & Engel, 2005; Willcutt, Doyle, Nigg, Faraone, & Pennington, 2005; Woods, Lovejoy, & Ball, 2002) . These findings are primarily based on group differences between patients and controls, that is, patients differ from controls in mean reaction times, error rate, and brain activity in certain regions. However, comparing group means cannot reveal information about a possible association of the two functions. An association between two measures is given when participants with good performance/ high brain activity in one task also show an accompanying good performance/high brain activity in the other task. Vice versa, participants with low performance/low brain activity in one task should display similar results in the other task, too. Thus, correlational analyses are a useful strategy to reveal information regarding the integration of two functions in one phenotype.
To further contribute to the unresolved question whether RI and WM represent an integral executive phenotype, the aim of our study was-beside replication of the known group differences-to investigate the correlation between WM and RI operationalized by an n-back and a stop-signal task, respectively, in adult patients with ADHD and healthy controls. Furthermore, we correlated the dependent variables with trait impulsivity evaluated by a questionnaire, as inhibition tasks and trait impulsivity questionnaires represent different operationalizations of the clinical symptom of impulsivity (Chamberlain & Sahakian, 2007; Winstanley, Eagle, & Robbins, 2006) . In addition to behavioral data, we investigated correlations of brain activation during the performance of both tasks. We concentrated on the prefrontal cortex as patients with ADHD show differences in these areas especially for WM and RI (Aron & Poldrack, 2005; Schecklmann et al., 2010) . We used functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) representing an optical approach to measure cortical blood flow changes (Hoshi, 2007) and an innovative research tool that proved to be useful in investigating psychiatric disorders (Fallgatter, Ehlis, Wagener, Michel, & Herrmann, 2004) . Cortical blood flow changes as measured by fNIRS or functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) serve as indicators of brain activity. Neuronal activity is associated with systematic blood flow changes (increase of oxygenated and decrease of deoxygenated hemoglobin), a phenomenon which is known as neurovascular coupling (Heeger & Ress, 2002; Logothetis & Wandell, 2004) .
To date, 10 studies have been published that correlated WM and RI in ADHD patients or controls or both (Alderson, Rapport, Hudec, Sarver, & Kofler, 2010; Clark et al., 2007; Geurts, Verte, Oosterlaan, Roeyers, & Sergeant, 2005; Mahone et al., 2005; McNab et al., 2008; Mullane & Corkum, 2007; Pasini, Paloscia, Alessandrelli, Porfirio, & Curatolo, 2007; Sonuga-Barke, Dalen, Daley, & Remington, 2002; Tsujimoto, Kuwajima, & Sawaguchi, 2007; Verte, Geurts, Roeyers, Oosterlaan, & Sergeant, 2006;  Table 1 ). As we were interested in RI, we abstained from listing studies that used interference tasks. The reported correlation analyses were not in all cases the primary research question, used very different operationalizations of WM and RI, only two studies investigated adult participants (one of them patients), and no unequivocal support for a high correlation of WM and RI could be found. The effect sizes (= magnitudes) of the correlation coefficients ranged from .01 to .62. Only one study additionally investigated brain activation using fMRI (McNab et al., 2008) . However, the authors did not correlate brain activity between these tasks; instead, they simply identified brain regions that were commonly active during both tasks for the whole group.
Under the premise that WM and RI are associated processes, we would expect correlations with at least high correlation coefficients (r > .5; explained variance 25%) between WM and RI tasks for performance and prefrontal activity.
Method

General Procedures
After diagnosis by two physicians (M.H., A.B.-H., or C.J.) according to DSM criteria, the responsible examiner (M.S.) contacted the participants and obtained informed consent. Diagnosis information included DSM-IV criteria for ADHD, impulsivity (I7; Eysenck & Eysenck, 1977) , and the Wender Utah Rating Scale-Short Version (WURS-k; RetzJunginger et al., 2003) . Before the fNIRS measurement, data on intelligence, handedness, present drug, and medication consumption were collected on-site via questionnaires and interview. After explanation and practice of the tasks, the probe set was placed on the head and the measurements were started. The order of the WM and RI tasks was counterbalanced. The instructions and measurements were done by the main investigator (M.S.) or a technical assistant.
All used measures have shown to be highly reliable, that is, n-back task (Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, Perrig, & Meier, 2010) , stop-signal (Soreni, Crosbie, Ickowicz, & Schachar, 2009) , fNIRS (Plichta, Herrmann, et al., 2007; Schecklmann, Ehlis, Plichta, & Fallgatter, 2008) , and I7 (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1980) . Validity studies are less in number; however, promising results have been found. Beside the face validity of all tasks, the n-back task showed moderate correlations with other indices of WM (Jaeggi et al., 2010) , and fNIRS was shown to be highly correlated with other imaging techniques (Huppert, Hoge, Diamond, Franceschini, & Boas, 2006; Rovati, Salvatori, Bulf, & Fonda, 2007) . The stop-signal task and also I7 are considered as measures of impulsivity (Chamberlain & Sahakian, 2007) .
Participants
We examined 45 adult patients with ADHD (DSM-IV) and 41 controls. Participants were examined by experienced physicians using the structured clinical interview for DSM-IV (SCID-I, SCID-II; Wittchen, Zaudig, & Fydrich, 
1997
) and an open anamnestic interview to evaluate psychiatric, neurological, and somatic conditions. Participants were recruited and diagnosed in the framework of a nationally funded research project (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, KFO 125-1; Jacob & Lesch, 2006) ensuring a qualitatively high diagnostic procedure, that is, diagnosis by two physicians experienced with ADHD including the assessment of the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria, additional supportive information by reports of related persons, and reports of retrospective symptoms if available. The patient sample consisted of 33 patients with combined, 9 with inattentive, and 3 with hyperactiveimpulsive subtype. Participants with serious somatic and neurological diseases and controls with any history of psychiatric disease were excluded from the analysis. Three patients took antidepressant medication, and 6 patients were treated with methylphenidate (MPH) that was discontinued at least 1 day prior to the measurement (equaling more than five half-life periods of MPH; Pliszka, 2007) . In all, 11 patients had a psychiatric comorbidity (depression, n = 9; eating disorder, n = 1; cocaine misuse, n = 1), and 33 patients were diagnosed with one or more personality disorders according to SCID-II. Somatic comorbidities were dysfunctions of the thyroid (4 patients and 5 controls), cardiovascular system (2 patients and 3 controls), or asthma (2 controls), all of which were treated with corresponding medication. Separate analyses eliminating patients with constant MPH medication, Axis I psychiatric comorbidity, or medication intake revealed no differences in results. Groups were comparable for age, intelligence (according to the Mehrfachwahl-WortschatzIntelligenztest MWT-B; Lehrl, 2005) , educational achievement, head perimeter, gender, and handedness (Table 2) .
To assure that the same brain regions have been covered in patients and controls, we checked if head perimeter was the same in both groups. The group of patients had a higher prevalence of smokers, and higher ADHD-specific scores in the I7 impulsivity (Eysenck, Daum, Schugens, & Diehl, 1990) and in the short version of the WURS-k (RetzJunginger et al., 2003; Table 2 ). We had a high elimination rate (original sample: 105 patients and 55 controls) due to strict exclusion criteria as specified in the next sentences. A total of 20 patients and 9 controls were excluded due to an insufficient task comprehension (>20% errors in the 1-back task or a rigid response style in the stop-signal task that caused the threshold algorithm to fail; see below). Six patients and 2 controls showed fNIRS artifacts detected by visually prominent outliers in mean oxygenation of regions of interest (ROIs). In all, 34 patients and 3 controls did not complete both tasks for several reasons (discomfort due to pressure caused by the probe set, discontinuation of the measurement if the 45-min procedure was experienced as too strenuous, technical problems). Patients included in the analysis showed nonsignificant higher scores in impulsivity in contrast to eliminated patients as measured with I7 (T = 0.324, p = .747) and DSM impulsivity (T = 1.809, p = .073). The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Würzburg. All procedures involved were in accordance with the fifth revision of the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants gave written informed consent after comprehensive explanation of the procedures.
WM and RI Tasks
Participants were seated at 1-m distance to a computer screen and were instructed to sit relaxed and to avoid any major body movement. Responses were given via a standard computer keyboard. WM was operationalized by a letter n-back task comprising a 2-back and a 1-back condition presented in blocks of 30-s duration. Every condition was repeated 3 times, starting with the 2-back condition followed by the 1-back condition (order: 2-1-2-1-2-1).
Between task phases, rest phases of 30-s duration were presented including instructions for the next block on the screen. For the 2-back condition (high WM load), participants were instructed to press the space bar with their right hand whenever the letter was identical to the letter presented two trials before. For the 1-back condition (low WM load, control condition), a response had to be given when two identical letters were presented consecutively. Stimulus material consisted of white letters on black background (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, J, and L) presented for 300 ms followed by a blank screen for 1,700 ms. Each block contained 15 trials with 4 target letters in pseudorandomized order resulting in 45 trials and 12 target letters for each condition. The n-back task lasted about 6 min. As dependent variable, we used a measure of efficiency (Kirk, Mazzocco, & Kover, 2005) to overcome possible speed accuracy trade-offs. High scores of this efficiency measure indicate high efficiency. RI was operationalized by a stop-signal task containing short and long go-trials (control condition) and stop trials (RI condition). One trial consisted of a white fixation cross (500 ms), then a black screen (500 ms), followed by the white letters A or B (500 ms) and closing by a jittered black screen (short go-trials: 1,000-2,000 ms; long go-trials and stop trials: 5,000-6,000 ms). The order of trials was randomized for each participant. The paradigm contained 100 short go-trials, 50 long go-trials, and 50 stop trials (25% of all stimuli). Although the mixed use of short and long trials is not common in stop-signal literature, we used short go-trials to shorten the complete stop-signal task time (about 15 min). Only long trials were used for analyses as only the long go and the (long) stop trials were comparable. Participants included in our analyses were not irritated or bored due to (I7) 5.5 ± 3.2 (n = 41) 10.3 ± 4.1 (n = 42) T = 5.976; df = 81; p < .001 Childhood ADHD symptoms (WURS-k)
13.6 ± 8.5 (n = 41) 33.4 ± 11.8 (n = 45) T = 8.815; df = 84; p < .001
Note: WURS-k = Wender Utah Rating Scale-Short Version.
the long trials and completed the task in a correct manner (40%-60% successful stop-signal trials as necessary for an effective threshold algorithm; see below). During go-trials, participants had to press the left arrow key with their right index finger seeing an "A" and the right arrow key with their right ring finger seeing a "B." For stop trials, the white letter A or B turned red after a certain time, that is, a certain stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA). For these trials, participants had to stop their initiated responses. For the first stop trial, a SOA of 200 ms was set. For the following stop trials, the SOA was elongated or shortened by 25 ms depending on the reaction to the previous stop trial (i.e., whether the response was successfully stopped or not). Shortening and elongation of SOA based on the last stop trial response should result in a total of 50% successful and 50% unsuccessful stop trials over the course of the experiment (threshold algorithm). In accordance with the "race model of stop-signal tasks" (Band, van der Molen, & Logan, 2003; Logan, 1994; Logan, Schachar, & Tannock, 1997) for stop trials, it is assumed that the go process of the go stimulus (variable reaction times over trials) competes with the stop process of the stop stimulus (constant length) resulting in a button response or not. Shortening of SOA made the subsequent stop trials easier, and elongating made it more difficult. For the 50% threshold, the stop process has the same probability to win as the go process, and the stop-signal reaction time (SSRT) can be calculated as the difference of the mean reaction time for go stimuli and the mean SOA. As dependent variables, we used mean reaction time during long go-trials and SSRT. The order of the WM and RI tasks was counterbalanced across participants.
Measurement and Analysis of fNIRS Signals
For the fNIRS measurement, we used a continuous wave multichannel system (ETG-4000 Optical Topography System; Hitachi Medical Co., Japan) using two different wavelengths (695 ± 20 and 830 ± 20 nm) and a time resolution of 10 Hz to measure relative changes of absorbed near-infrared light. These changes are transformed into concentration changes of O 2 Hb (oxygenated hemoglobin) and HHb (deoxygenated hemoglobin) as indicators for brain activity by means of a modified Beer-Lambert law (Obrig & Villringer, 2003) . The unit is mmol × mm, that is, changes of chromophore concentration depend on the path length of the near-infrared light. We used one probe set (plastic panel) of optodes consisting of 17 light emitters and 16 detectors with an interoptode distance of 3 cm. A measuring point of activation (channel) was defined as the region between one emitter and one detector resulting in 52 channels covering an area of 30 × 6 cm 2 on the scalp. The panel was fastened to the head by elastic straps. The panel was placed on the head with regard to the relevant standard positions of the international 10-20 system for electroencephalogram electrode placement (Jasper, 1958; Okamoto et al., 2004) . The middle inferior optode was placed over Fpz (frontopolar central electrode position) on the forehead, and the inferior row of optodes was oriented toward T3 and T4 (temporal electrode positions), respectively (see Figure 1) . The electrode positions can be mapped to brain areas (Okamoto et al., 2004) .
Before statistical analysis of functional data, the high frequency portion of the signal was removed by calculating a moving average with a time window of 5 s. Low frequencies were filtered by a high-pass filter with nine discrete cosine basis functions. We used the general linear model according to fMRI and fNIRS literature (Friston et al., 1995; Plichta, Heinzel, Ehlis, Pauli, & Fallgatter, 2007; Plichta, Herrmann, et al., 2007) , with a gamma function serving as the model for the hemodynamic response function (HRF). For O 2 Hb we used a peak time of 7.5 s and for HHb 8.5 s. The beginning of each stimulus was modeled as a delta stick function and folded with the HRF resulting in two predictor variables for WM (2-and 1-back) and in five predictors for RI (short and long go-trials, successful and unsuccessful stop trials, and errors independent of the condition). For statistical analyses, we only used long go-trials and successful stop trials. Failed stop trials would include error monitoring processes in addition to the stop process, so analysis of these trials would be ambiguous. Betas were estimated by the method of least squares indicating the amplitude of the HRF.
Then, we defined specific ROIs for which the mean of the betas was calculated; ROIs were defined by the 13 channels (25% of 52 channels) with the highest significant oxygenation (Plichta, Herrmann, et al., 2007; Tegeler, Strother, Anderson, & Kim, 1999) Hb and HHb, and separately for each group. When patients with ADHD and controls showed differences in the channels with the highest oxygenation, significant channels of both groups constituted the ROI. This could be done as significant channels that differed between groups always showed the same oxygenation pattern and were localized adjacently (1 channel apart). Single significant channels spatially separated from the main cluster of significant channels (2 and more channels away) were excluded. For both chromophores, we defined particular ROIs as O 2 Hb and HHb often show different spatial specificity (Plichta, Herrmann, et al., 2007) . For the control conditions (1-back and go-trials), and for the WM and RI conditions (2-back and successful stop trials), we defined the ROIs by t tests against zero. All procedures for the definition of the ROIs were chosen in a data-driven way to overcome the possibility of small correlation coefficients due to a suboptimal estimation of brain oxygenation. For statistical analyses, we used analyses of variance (ANOVAs), two-sided student t tests, χ 2 test for independence, and Pearson's correlation 6
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Figure 1. Probe set arrangement and brain activation. Top: Arrangement of optodes (red = emitters; blue = detectors) and channels (numbers) over an exemplary brain. Bottom: T-maps of brain activation as elicited by t tests against zero coefficients. For imaging data, we used the ROIs for analyses.
Results
Behavioral Data
We calculated repeated-measures ANOVAs (df 1 = 1; df 2 = 84) with the repeated-measures factor "task condition" (1-back and 2-back; go and stop) and the betweenparticipant factor "group" (ADHD and controls). We found significant main effects of condition (n-back: F = 187.6, p < .001; stop task: F = 702.2, p < .001), that is, 2-back had lower efficiency scores than 1-back, and SSRT was shorter than go reaction time (RT; Figures 2). The 2-back condition was more difficult than the 1-back condition. It is expected that the SSRT is shorter than the go RT as the SSRT is a difference value of the go RT and the mean SOA (see "Method" section). We also found main effects of group (n-back: F = 17.9, p < .001; stop-signal: F = 8.8, p = .004), that is, patients had lower efficiency and longer reaction times. The interaction effects were not significant (n-back: F < 0.1, p = .972; stop-signal: F < 0.1, p = .844), that is, patients had lower efficiency scores and longer reaction times independent of the task condition. Thus, patients showed lower 2-back efficiency and elongated SSRT (reduced inhibition), but also lower 1-back efficiency and elongated go RT, that is, they did not show specific WM or RI deficits. Specific WM or RI group effects would have been indicated by significant interaction effects, that is, more prominent deficits of the patients during 2-back and stop-signal in contrast to the control conditions. Correlation analyses for the controls showed no significant correlations with low effect sizes (Figure 2 ). Neither the control conditions (1-back efficiency with go RT; r = −.125, p = .435) nor the actual tasks (2-back efficiency with SSRT; r = −.113, p = .483) were significantly correlated. For the patients, control conditions (r = −.411, p = .005) and actual tasks (r = −.358, p = .016) were negatively correlated, that is, the higher 1-back efficiency the lower go RT, and the higher 2-back efficiency the lower SSRT. Both significant correlations indicated a medium effect size according to Cohen (Cohen, 1988) . Thus, negative correlations represent positive associations, that is, the higher n-back efficiency the faster reaction time.
Correlations with trait impulsivity revealed marginally significant correlations (small effect sizes) of n-back efficiency and no correlations of go RT and SSRT with I7 impulsivity (1-back: r = −.277, p = .079; 2-back: r = −.280, p = .076; go: r = −.019, p = .908; stop: r = .094, p = .560) in the control group (Figure 2 ). In the patient group, negative correlations of impulsivity with go RT (r = −.355, n = 42, p = .021) and SSRT (r = −.477, p = .001) were found, whereas positive correlations of impulsivity with 1-back (r = .398, p = .009) and 2-back (r = .443, p = .009) efficiency emerged (medium effect sizes). The significant correlations indicate positive associations of trait impulsivity and performance, that is, the more impulsive the higher efficiency during n-back conditions, and the more impulsive the shorter go RT (faster) and SSRT (superior inhibition).
To get more definite information of the association of impulsivity with performance in the patient group, we calculated correlations between DSM-IV impulsivity scores and performance measures and found no significant correlations (1-back: r = .249, p = .103; 2-back: r = .109, p = .482; go: r = .038, p = .805; stop: r = .138, p = .372). DSM-IV impulsivity scores and I7 impulsivity also did not correlate (r = .257, p = .101).
fNIRS Data
Basal fNIRS activations for the respective conditions indicated by t-maps are depicted in Figure 1 . For both groups, during 1-back and 2-back, highest t values (positive for O 2 Hb and negative for HHb, indicating brain activation) were found over the lateral medial parts of the probe set representing brain activity over the dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC; Figures 1 and 2) . Channels with the highest oxygenation constituted the ROIs (top 25% significant active channels for the t tests; compare "Method," compare Figure 1 ) for 1-back (O 2 Hb: 15, 25, 26, 35, 46; HHb: 1, 2, 3, 13, 14, 18, 24, 25, 28, 35, 36, 46) and 2-back (O 2 Hb: 13, 14, 18, 19, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 35, 36, 39, 46; HHb: 2, 3, 13, 14, 18, 24, 25, 28, 29, 35, 36, 39, 46, 49) . Repeatedmeasures ANOVAs according to the behavioral level analyses were calculated for the ROIs. For O 2 Hb we found a significant main effect of condition (F = 10.9, p = .001) and a group effect with a statistical trend (F = 3.9, p = .051). The interaction effect was not significant (F < 0.1, p = .818). Thus, 2-back showed higher O 2 Hb concentration changes in contrast to 1-back in the DLPFC, and ADHD patients had lower O 2 Hb changes than controls independent of the n-back condition. For HHb, we found no significant effects (condition: F = 2.3, p = .135; group: F = 0.3, p = .613; interaction: F < 0.1, p = .880).
For both groups and both chromophores, go-trials were associated with oxygenation over frontopolar regions (O 2 Hb ROI: 26, 27, 35, 36, 37, 38, 46, 47; HHb ROI: 5, 6, 16) ; successful stop trials were accompanied with oxygenation in inferior frontal cortical areas (O 2 Hb ROI: 3, 13, 14, 24, 35, 36, 38, 39, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50; HHb ROI: 5, 16, 26, 35, 36, 39, 40, 45, 46, 47, 49, 50, 51) . For O 2 Hb, ANOVAs indicated a significant condition and interaction effect (condition: F = 9.2, p = .003; group: F = 2.7, p = .108; interaction: F = 6.9, p = .010). Post hoc t tests indicate that brain activity was higher during successful stops in contrast to the go condition only in the group of controls (ADHD: T = 0.3, df = 44, p = .776; controls: T = 3.9, df = 40, Correlation analyses with impulsivity, revealed no systematic significant correlations of brain oxygenation with I7 (patients: −.219 < r < .091, all ps > .164; controls: −.181 < r < .121, all ps > .259) and DSM impulsivity measures (patients: −.134 < r < .128, all ps > .385; controls: −.251 < r < .235, all ps > .118). For the group of patients, HHb during successful stop-signal trials was correlated with I7 impulsivity (r = −.261, p = .095), and for the group of controls, O 2 Hb during go was correlated with DSM impulsivity (r = −.367, p = .020). These two unexpected correlations represented no systematic correlations and were interpreted as chance findings, that is, we abstained from deeper interpretation.
Discussion
We investigated 45 adult patients with ADHD and 41 comparable controls by means of an n-back and a stopsignal task and evaluated behavioral performance and amplitude changes in fNIRS signals indicating brain activation. Our analyses (ANOVAs) showed that the actual task conditions (2-back, stop signal) showed higher cognitive load and higher brain oxygenation (n-back: DLPFC; successful stops: IFC) as compared with the control conditions (1-back, go). These findings represent replications from the literature (Aron & Poldrack, 2005; Owen, McMillan, Laird, & Bullmore, 2005) . In addition, patients showed diminished performance (1-back and 2-back efficiency, go RT and SSRT) and diminished brain oxygenation in the DLPFC for the 1-back and 2-back condition. Controls as compared with the patients had higher IFC O 2 Hb changes during successful stop trials in contrast to the control condition. Patients showed no stop task-associated brain oxygenation in the IFC. Several absent significant group differences for HHb-even if HHb showed the same activation pattern as O 2 Hb-might be due to the lower statistical power of HHb (Schecklmann et al., 2008) . In conclusion, we replicated numerous findings from the literature (see "Introduction" section), showing differences in performance and frontal brain activation between ADHD patients and healthy controls for WM and RI.
We also found control condition deficits in the group of patients. Behavioral deficits and alterations in brain functions have already been described for ADHD in simple psychomotor functions (Cole, Mostofsky, Larson, Denckla, & Mahone, 2008; Miyazaki, Fujii, Saijo, Mori, & Kagami, 2007; Mostofsky et al., 2006; Rommelse et al., 2008) . In their review, Hervey et al. (2004) concluded that small differences between patients with ADHD and controls exist for simple motor and information processing tasks and that group differences increase with increasing cognitive load.
Beside the replication of group differences, our study was designed to test the hypothesis that RI and WM represent one phenotypic entity. Thus, the main interest of the present study was to correlate behavioral and functional WM and RI data to reveal information about a possible association of both processes. Strong associations between the different measures would indicate that WM and RI are actually part of one integrative phenotype. Only for the group of patients, we found a negative correlation with a medium effect size of 2-back efficiency and SSRT, on the behavioral level which indicates some association of both processes. This finding partially supports the hypothesis that WM and RI are part of one etiological pathway resulting in the clinical symptom of impulsivity (Barkley, 1997; Sonuga-Barke, 2002 . However, the medium effect size and the fact that within the group of ADHD patients the control conditions (that is, 1-back efficiency and go-trial reaction time) intercorrelated with the same effect size, do not support this notion. This finding may be interpreted on the basis of the existing group differences in basal psychomotor processes or other condition-unspecific factors. Thus, correlation of WM and RI may rather be engendered by general factors such as attention or vigilance deficits or computer expertise.
For brain oxygenation, we did not find significant associations between the two tasks. This finding again does not support the hypothesis of an integrative executive phenotype of WM and RI in ADHD that is moderated via the prefrontal cortex.
We applied, for the first time, a correlation analysis approach that allowed for testing the integral nature of two phenotypic functions, rather than the mere fact that two functions involve the same brain regions. Significant correlations of oxygenation in different brain areas would raise the question as to which a third variable might mediate this association. Significant correlations (but not group differences) of oxygenation in the same brain areas would answer the question as to which brain areas constitute the core of one phenotype (compare introduction).
Our further analyses likewise render the integral executive phenotype concept implausible. High impulsivity scores in the I7 were associated with a better performance in measures of WM and RI in patients, whereas DSM impulsivity did not correlate with performance measures at all. Lijffijt et al. (2004) could not find support for a clear association of I7 impulsivity and SSRT when reviewing their own data and findings from four previous studies. However, it is unclear whether impulsivity in terms of behavioral task measures (SSRT; Chamberlain & Sahakian, 2007; Winstanley et al., 2006) reflects the same construct as impulsivity on a phenotypic level as revealed by trait questionnaires, peer evaluation, or psychiatric examination. In line, we found no association of I7 impulsivity and DSM-IV impulsive symptoms. Consequently, this assumption also raises the question whether the (endo-)phenotype discussion is based on the correct measures. Thus, further studies have to carefully consider the underlying phenotype to be measured. In addition, the construct validity of the used measures has to be considered. As our data indicate, I7 trait impulsivity is probably more closely related to behavioral measures of impulsivity as elicited by the stop-signal task than to the number of impulsive symptoms of the phenotypic classification of ADHD as done by the DSM-IV. It should be noted that ADHD as classified by the DSM criteria is related to higher I7 scores and elongated SSRT; however, the correlation was only present between I7 and SSRT. Furthermore, the I7 scale is a dimensional questionnaire and the DSM criteria are categorical measures becoming dimensional due to summation of these categorical criteria.
Interestingly, in his dual pathway model Sonuga-Barke (2005) described two causal circuits for ADHD, a cognitive and motivational developmental pathway. He referred executive deficits to inhibitory deficits (cognitive pathway) and associated motivational deficits to impulsivity (motivational pathway), indicating inhibition and impulsivity as the expression of two distinct functions. This model might be linked to the rather surprising correlations of I7 impulsivity and behavioral measures (especially SSRT). Considering the correlation analysis in the work at hand, it would be important for (endo-)phenotype research in ADHD to what extent the cognitive and motivational pathways are associated (Solanto et al., 2001) .
In conclusion, these findings raise doubts regarding the validity of the observed association of WM and RI at the behavioral level in ADHD patients. As there is a large body of literature investigating ADHD patients with tasks of WM and RI by group comparison tests, we suggest the conduction of a meta-analysis that should result in mean correlation coefficients for certain task paradigms (e.g., go/no-go vs. stop task) with higher statistical power to further examine the hypothesis of WM and RI as one integrative phenotype. Another methodical approach might be the investigation of both processes in a two-factored design with the factor task (WM and RI) and the factor load (low and high WM or RI load). The interaction effect could reveal further information about a possible association of both processes. To our knowledge, some studies have so far investigated such interactions in healthy participants (Simmonds, Pekar, & Mostofsky, 2008) . In contrast, in only one study, ADHD children and controls were investigated in a go/no-go task with low and high WM load (Wodka et al., 2007) . The authors report group effects for go/no-go performance and a main effect of WM load, but no group by task interaction effect, which is in line with our findings and the literature.
One limitation of the present study is the high elimination rate that might be associated with a selection bias (patients with particularly severe symptomatology might have been systematically excluded). Reasons for elimination were high error rate insufficient task comprehension (n = 29), noisy signals (n = 8), and discontinuing of the measurement by the participants (n = 37). As a consequence, practice trials for the stop and WM task should be intensified, and measurements should not be elongated more than 30 min as this interval is perceived as too exhausting. Nonetheless, the final sample was a large clinical sample that was well diagnosed, and significant group differences would not have enough impact as we included better functioning patients. About half of the eliminated participants were excluded due to certain task design characteristics (e.g., long measurement time) or technical problems. Furthermore, the high rate of patients with personality disorders might have affected our findings. These sample characteristics might have limited the generalizability of the results to the whole ADHD population and might have influenced the group comparison and correlation results. This is in line with the finding that eliminated patients had although not significant-higher impulsivity scores. Another critical issue is that missing associations might be due to the present operationalizations of WM and RI (n-back and stop-signal task) or the operationalizations in separate tasks. Nevertheless, we used common task paradigms for WM and RI, and other operationalizations (compare introduction) also do not account for a clear association of these functions. We also found significant group differences and correlations for the control conditions. Control conditions possibly included components of WM or RI. In the WM task, the 1-back condition also requires a WM component, even if the WM load is very low. Furthermore, for the stop task, participants had to press one button and inhibit the press of another. Thus, the basal go-trials might contain an inhibitory component. Thus, we might not have implemented appropriate or "real" control conditions. Nonetheless, 2-back or stop trials should invoke even more WM or RI processes than 1-back or go-trials. A further critical note is the use of fNIRS allowing only the measurement of restricted brain areas. Thus, future studies with comparable questions should use additional imaging methods (e.g., fMRI) allowing for the assessment of the whole brain.
In conclusion, previous studies and the present findings could not reveal clear associations of WM and RI in ADHD patients, which raises doubts regarding the suggestion that both processes are part of one integrative phenotype mediated by the prefrontal cortex oxygenation (Barkley, 1997; Sonuga-Barke, 2002 .
